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Who Can You Trust?
Finding a credible source is difficult these days. Consumers are skeptical 
of everything—including the media, product claims, the government, NGOs 
(Non-Government Organizations)—and even the telephone. 

Call spoofers, robocallers, and fraudsters are taking advantage of loopholes 
in the system to line their pockets. On top of that, well-intentioned 
solutions such as STIR/SHAKEN call authentication and robocall analytics 
programs are often missing needed credibility data, resulting in legitimate 
calls being marked as spam, or even blocked. 

That mistrust in the phone is impacting players across the ecosystem – 
including carriers, enterprises, and consumers. But, for U.S. citizens, it’s 
created a crisis.

“There’s an epidemic of misinformation and widespread mistrust of societal institutions 
and leaders around the world. 

Adding to this is a failing trust ecosystem unable to confront the rampant infodemic, 
leaving the four institutions – business, government, NGOs and media – in an environment 
of information bankruptcy and a mandate to rebuild trust and chart a new path forward.”

-  2021 Edelman Trust Barometer 3

https://www.edelman.com/trust/2021-trust-barometer


Trust Counts More When It 
Comes to Government
Government agencies need to be nimble and efficient to deliver 
the services that citizens need. Those services span a spectrum 
of public health needs, from contact tracing and vaccine outreach 
to administering Medicaid services and facilitating applications for 
government benefits.

Efficient outreach underpins delivery of these public services. 
Inefficient outreach degrades the government’s abilities to deliver 
services that are vital to saving lives and livelihoods and returning 
our economy and lives to stability.

But, trust in the government is at an all-time low.
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Robocalls, Call Spoofing and Fraud 
Put an Additional Dent in Trust
The rise in robocalls and scams has further 
eroded that trust. In 2020, the FTC received 
over 2.2 million reports of fraud, with consumers 
losing an estimated $3.3 billion. Top schemes 
were centered around COVID-19 tests, contact 
tracing, and vaccines, as well as stimulus 
packages and loans for small businesses.

The result is two-fold. Consumers lose money 
and trust in the government and the government 
is unable to achieve its desired outcomes. Like 
enterprises, government entities must take 
measures to protect their brand so they can 
leverage the phone channel successfully – and  
let consumers know it’s ok to answer.
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Improving the CX Will 
Help the Government 
Regain Citizen’s Trust
Rebuilding trust requires work and investment.  
The good news is that there are tools and strategies 
that will help. The most important ingredient for 
success is the customer experience (CX).

According to The White House Executive Order  
on Transforming Federal Customer Experience  
and Service Delivery to Rebuild Trust in 
Government, “The Federal Government can build 
public trust. Further, the Federal Government’s 
management of its customer experience and service 
delivery should be driven fundamentally by the voice 
of the customer through human-centered design 
methodologies; empirical customer research; 
an understanding of behavioral science and user 
testing, especially for digital services; and other 
mechanisms of engagement.”
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https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/12/13/executive-order-on-transforming-federal-customer-experience-and-service-delivery-to-rebuild-trust-in-government/
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According to a recent OMDIA study, while 50% of government respondents said the phone is 
their most important communications channel, 100 percent said phone calls are an important 

part of the overall omnichannel digital experience. However, 67% said that the phone is not 
currently in alignment with, or the same quality as, other digital experiences.

The Phone Is a Critical Piece of the 
Digital Omnichannel Experience

50%
Indicated the phone channel as the 

most important communications 
channel, followed by social media

83%
Ranked reminders and fraud alerts 

equally as the most common types of 
outbound calls, followed by healthcare

34%
Reported that outbound call 

volume was significantly or slightly 
higher than a year ago

100%
Said over 10% of calls were mis-tagged 

as spam; over two-thirds reported  
mis-tagging rates of over 20%

67%
Indicated revenue loss of at 
least 10% as a result of call 

blocking and tagging

83%
Said they definitely need or are 

neutral about a branded call 
display solution

Source: Omdia Survey,Rebuilding Trust in Calls, 2021 7

https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/government-agency-call-experience


Impacts of Negative Call Experiences

Brands & Enterprises Consumers

Reduced  
contact rates

Consumer 
complaints

Damage to brand 
reputation

Damage to consumer 
confidence

Wasted time on 
illegal robocalling

Vulnerability to further 
fradulent activities
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Empower consumers 
with context: Share 
agency name, logo, 
and reason for the 
call so they decide if 
they want to pick up.

Branded Calling  
to the Rescue
Branded calling lets government agencies add context to the 
mobile display including logo, location, reason for the call  
and more. 

Branded Call Display (BCD), a solution by Neustar, a TransUnion 
company, empowers consumers with the information they need  
to decide if they want to answer. With BCD, you:

Let them know who’s calling.
  Share your government agency’s name, logo, brand colors  

and images.
  Personalize your calls, promote your agency and clarify your 

reason for calling.

Let them know why you’re calling.
 Add details about the purpose of your call with a custom message.
  When consumers know the reason for your call, they’re more 

likely to answer.

Assure them it’s really you.
 Display verification that the call has not been spoofed.
  Protect your agency’s reputation by assuring consumers the call  

has been verified with STIR/SHAKEN, and can be trusted.

Department of Health

(877) 555-1234

8:30 AM

Most recent call

Calling about: Important Health InformationDepartment of Health
(877) 555-1234

8:30 AM

Most recent call

Calling about: Important Health Information
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https://www.home.neustar/trusted-call-solutions/branded-call-display


“ Whilst the value of outbound voice communication cannot be 
understated for brands, solutions that enable great authentication 
and trust amongst consumers will be critical to maximizing the  
value proposition for all stakeholders…”
–  Juniper 2021 whitepaper, Brand Authentication  

and Call Experience Management

Call Experience Management Solution Benefits By Stakeholder

 �Increasing consumer 
answer rates
 �Enhanced brand 

recognition
 �Greater consumer 

experiences

 �Minimize time spent 
resolving robocall 
complaints
 �Greater consumer 

experiences
 �Prevent fraudulent 

and unwanted calls

 �Fewer instances of 
nuisance calls
 �Enhanced levels of 

brand trust
 �Vulnerable to 

fraudulent activity

BRANDS AND 
GOVERNMENT 

AGENCIES

MOBILE NETWORK 
CARRIERS CONSUMERS
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https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/overcoming-the-impacts-of-robocalling
https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/overcoming-the-impacts-of-robocalling


We’ve outlined five good reasons 
for your agency to implement 
Branded Call Display (BCD).
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Increase 
Answer Rates
Make sure legitimate calls 
don’t get tagged as spam,  
or blocked.

REASON 1 To communicate with consumers, first, you must be able to 
reach them. Robocalls, scams and fraud are top of mind for 
consumers. And, wrongful call tagging and blocking adds to 
that problem. When legitimate calls are deemed suspicious and 
marked as “spam”, most of us ignore the call.

As noted in The Enterprise Call Experience: Government,  
OMDIA research shows:

When calls are tagged correctly, fewer calls get marked  
as spam or blocked. Neustar Trusted Call Solutions suite,  
which includes Branded Call Display (BCD) has been proven  
to decrease spam complaints by 90 to 100 percent.

83%
said over 20%  
of their calls  

were blocked

83%
said 21-40% of 
their calls were 

mislabeled  
as spam 

100%
are very  

or extremely 
concerned the 
problem is only 

going to get worse

90% - 100%
decrease in spam complaints

Source: New Technology: The Projected Total Economic Impact™ Of Neustar Trusted Call 
Solutions Forrester, 2020. Read the full study.
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https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/government-agency-call-experience
https://www.trustedcall.neustar/journey.html
https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/total-economic-impact-trusted-call-solutions


The Benefits of Branded Calling Can Be Seen Across  
Use Case and Industry

+28%
Customer upsell

+34%
Customer 
retention

Financial Services Co.
Live answer rate KPI improvements 
compared to baseline

Market Research Co.
Live answer rate KPI improvements

compared to baseline

Automotive Communications Co.
Live answer rate KPI improvements 
compared to baseline

+56%
Live answer rate lift

+10%
Customer 
win-back

+25%
Customer renewal

Insurance Company
(888) 555-5555

Calling about: Heath Benefits

8:30 AM

Most recent call

Verified call from:

Your Bank
(800) 123-4568

Calling about: Appointment Reminder

8:30 AM

Most recent call

Verified call from:

Retail Company
(555) 555-5555

Calling about: Delivery Update

8:30 AM

Most recent call

Verified call from:

INDUSTRY ANSWER RATE  
IMPROVEMENT

Financial Lender 34%

Insurance Provider 34%

National Retailer 65%

Opinions & Survey 56%

Rideshare Service 30%

Businesses can improve answer rates by up to with Branded Call Display (BCD)!56%
 

REASON 1 CONTINUED

Source: Branded Calling Solutions - A New Revenue-Generating Opportunity for Telecoms Operators, Analysys Mason 2021
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https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/revenue-generating-opportunity-for-telecom-operators


Increase Trust 
by Improving 
the CX
Achieve your mission by 
improving the consumer 
experience with branded 
calling.

REASON 2 Proactively safeguarding your brand reputation, and ensuring calls 
reach consumers has added benefits. An enhanced consumer 
experience can improve efficiencies, help you achieve your 
objectives, protect consumers and cut costs. Quantified benefits 
of Trusted Call Solutions, including Branded Call Display (BCD) 
helps you reverse revenue loss and increase income and ROI.

Address the root cause to increase revenues!
The results of a recent Omdia study, Rebuilding Trust in Calls, 
2021, are striking in that the vast majority of respondents 
reported significant loss of revenue over the last six to 12 
months due to call blocking or mis-tagging. The impact is even 
greater over the last six months, with 50% of respondents 
saying revenue declined 11–20% during that time; 25% reporting 
a decline of 0–10%; and 22% saying revenue declined 21–30%.

A good CX = more revenues.
Fostering loyalty means increased trust in the government.
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Cut Costs
Improving answer rates 
reduces phone tag,  
cutting costs. 

REASON 3 Government agencies spend a lot of time and money on callbacks and 
playing phone tag to reach consumers, because they won’t answer 
the phone unless they know who’s calling. Many times, it’s due to calls 
being marked as spam. 

When asked about the impact of calls are blocked or flagged as spam, 
Respondents in the recent Omdia study, Rebuilding Trust in Calls, 2021, 
listed increased costs after loss of sales/revenues and reduced answer 
rates when asked about the impact of their calls being wrongly blocked 
or flagged as spam. As noted in The Enterprise Call Experience: 
Government, OMDIA research shows: 100% of respondents indicated 
a rating of 7-10 when it comes to increased costs due to calls being 
marked as spam or blocked.

WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF YOUR AGENCY’S CALLS BEING BLOCKED OR FLAGGED AS SPAM?

33% 33% 17% 17%Loss of sales/revenue

50% 17% 17% 17%Reduced answer rates

17% 17% 50% 17%Increased costs

17% 33% 33% 17%Reduced customer satisfaction

17% 33% 33% 17%Increased call volumes

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 No impact at allExtreme impact

Source: Rebuilding Trust in Calls, 2021, Omdia
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https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/government-agency-call-experience
https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/government-agency-call-experience
https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/rebuilding-trust-in-calls-survey


Promote  
and Protect 
Your Brand
Protect your agency’s 
brand reputation by 
preventing spoofers from 
using your brand name 
and improve customer 
engagement.

REASON 4 The government today can’t afford to be reckless with their reputation.

Phone calls are an important way to convey brand value  
to the consumer as they establish trust and build brand loyalty.

Every Neustar branded call is verified with STIR/SHAKEN call 
authentication—and can be trusted. So, spoofers can’t hijack  
your brand, or tarnish your hard-earned reputation.

STIR/SHAKEN is the technology 
mandated by the FCC to protect  
against spoofing. We wrote it.  

  Neustar co-wrote the STIR standard, 
operates the industry Robocalling 
Testbed, and is the leading  
STIR/SHAKEN provider to carriers
  Certification Authority (STI-CA)
  Policy Administrator (STI-PA) and 

Certification Authority (STI-CA)

Visit the STIR/SHAKEN Resource Hub  
to learn more.

Department of Health
(877) 555-1234

8:30 AM

Most recent call

Calling about: Important Health Information
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https://www.home.neustar/stir-shaken-resource-hub


Provide a 
Consistent 
Omnichannel 
Experience
Retain more consumers with  
a modern, digital approach. 

REASON 5 Why shouldn’t phone calls match your other digital channels? 
Government agencies make continual adjustments to offer 
more positive, engaging and streamlined digital interactions. 
However, there’s a component of the consumer experience 
that has been largely neglected — the phone call. Consumers 
also expect the government to provide a modern, digital 
experience that saves them time and frustration.

When your calls are consistent across 
the omnichannel experience, you’ll 
resolve conflicts faster, and increase 
trust. With Neustar’s branded calling, 
you’ll quickly scale that experience 
across carriers and devices.

Department of Health
(877) 555-1234

8:30 AM

Most recent call

Calling about: Important Health Information
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Findings from OMDIA Research, summarized in The Enterprise Call Experience: Government

How important do you deem  
your customers’ call experience to your 

agency’s overall brand perception?

Extremely important

Very important

Somewhat important

Not so important
17%

17%

33%

33%

Somewhat important
17%

Very important
50%

Extremely important
33%

How important is it that the consumer call 
experience is aligned with their overall omnichannel 

journey, including digital experiences?

Said phone calls  
are an important part of  

the omnichannel experience.

100%
Said the consumer call experience 

is important to their agency’s 
overall brand perception.

83%
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BCD is Part of Our Trusted Call Solutions Suite

When government agencies choose Branded Call Display (BCD), consumers benefit from our integrated, 
comprehensive, market-leading suite of Caller ID solutions for mobile and landline. Visit our Trusted Call 
Resource Center to learn about the seven-step journey our industry experts developed to help you optimize 
outbound call operations, increase contact rates, improve citizens’ experience, and achieve your mission.

Centralization

Enterprise
& Telecom

 Vetting

Vetting &
Inventory

Certification

Caller Identity
Authentication

Certified
Caller

Context

Customize 
Caller Identity 

Display

Branded 
Call Display

Connection

Caller ID Management

Caller Name Optimization

Consistency CertaintyContact

Customer
Call Behavior

Phone Behavior
Intelligence

7 Steps to Deliver a Trusted Call Experience
No matter what stage of the journey you are in, 
Neustar’s suite of market-leading integrated solutions can help.

To learn more about Branded Call Display, visit home.neustar/bcd
19
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Solutions That 
Help You Deliver 
on Your Mission
A citizen-centric focus is an important 
element of functioning government, even 
under normal circumstances. But these  
are not normal circumstances.

Government contact centers must be 
prepared to adjust rapidly in response to 
unforeseen developments. Such flexibility 
rests on the ability to reach the intended 
person on the phone number they actually 
use, at the time they are most likely to 
answer.

By offering solutions like Branded Call Display 
(BCD) Neustar, a TransUnion company,  
allows agencies to deliver on their mission 
and operate with needed flexibility.

“Agencies should continually 
improve their understanding 
of their customers, reduce 
administrative hurdles and 
paperwork burdens to 
minimize “time taxes,” enhance 
transparency, create greater 
efficiencies across Government, 
and redesign compliance-
oriented processes to improve 
customer experience and more 
directly meet the needs of the 
people of the United States.”

– The White House

Source: Executive Order on Transforming Federal Customer Experience 
and Service Delivery to Rebuild Trust in Government | The White House
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https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/12/13/executive-order-on-transforming-federal-customer-experience-and-service-delivery-to-rebuild-trust-in-government/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/12/13/executive-order-on-transforming-federal-customer-experience-and-service-delivery-to-rebuild-trust-in-government/


Learn More.
Learn how Branded Call Display (BCD) - part of our Trusted Call 
Solutions suite - and our experts - can help you improve efficiencies, 
deliver critical services, and achieve your mission.
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